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 “desir ibds weitheir rofasl!” Daffodil Said… 
 
Bear paws 
press the zinnias 
A toothpick stuck 
between bone, the grass 
the root-gut, dark elk 
rutting 
 
In the forest 
leaf muck sticks 
to toenails, goes 
tracking along the dirt 
the bear prints peppered 
with zinnia pollen 
Flat blue-vein petals 
in claw spots 
 
Fox prints cross 
the bear path 
two blades 
of rust fur, 
three brown 
 
Fallen nest by 









mouse skull clean 
a tiny femur 





the stem reaching 
condense to stamen 
yellow dust 
on petals around 
the cup lipped 




“desir ibds weitheir  
rofasl!” Daffodil  
said, so  
 
listen until 
the bee  
wings rumble. 
!
!
!
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&!.,(&)+!-&>/08!
(<(,>)+/08!/0!04)+/08!
!
A+(,(!/-!)+(!)+/08!&01!/)!/-!
),5(!! -/02(,(!
!
! #.$4!*+.2"#3,-!!
! ',!$7*72,!)53,/#.!!
! *63-)Q!)3,%.+.!
!
)..Y!&!-+/<(,/08!
-;/00/08!45)!6'&)!
&.4<(!&!1/,)>!6(02(!
!
?!,(&1!&!'/0(Y![!$2!20!*13,-!=!
20!,$2.!3)!@$".#!K!".$7*347#!$,/\!
-46)!.(&)/08!.>!:>!(&,-!
!
&!;(,6(2)!8,((0!!
+5::/08./,1!
7/08-!04!'408(,!7/08-!
&!-)&)/2!/:&8(!!
46!7/08!:4)/40!
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!
A+(!/:&8(!+/225;-!
&-!)+(!-:&''!+>;41(,:/2!.41>!
)7/)2+(-!6,4:!-;&2(!!
)4!-;&2(!
P0>^!(>(-!(>(!:(B!!
:>!6'47(,!6&2(!
?!4;(0!:>!:45)+!
!
%/,1!+4<(,!)+(!&0/:&'!/-!
8,((0!:(,25,>!
/0!,(</-/40B!)+(!,(2/)&)/40!
!
T5::/08./,1!!
V41!!
!
24:(!)4!-&>!
"#$%&!".$&!! -+..,!63,-!*1675!!
-&>-!04)+/08!?!2&0!,(;(&)!
,(;(&)-!/)-!7/08-!'/3(!&!.&))(,>!
0(&,!:>!6&2(!
!
d(-(,)!-:(''-!-0&;!466!/)!
8,/)-!)+(!8,&<('!-:(''!
!
A+(!;4(:!/0!:>!+&01!
)5,0-!7+/)(!6(&)+(,-!
:4')/08!50)()+(,(1!!!
&!+5::/08./,1!-)/''!6/''/08!!
)+/-!-;&2(B!)+(0!)+&)!-;&2(!
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`?A[!
V,&15&)(!\4''(8(!
R0/<(,-/)>!46!U(<&1&B!_&-!`(8&-!
!
S/2+&('!u,4(-2+(!
!
!
d(8,((-Y!
! %&2+('4,!46![,)-B!Z08'/-+!
! R0/<(,-/)>!46!D45)+(,0!\&'/64,0/&!
!
!
D;(2/&'!T404,-!&01![7&,1-Y!
! `/,8/0/&!S/11'()40!D2+4'&,-+/;!64,!(^2(''(02(!/0!2,(&)/<(!7,/)/08B!RD\B!cHHl!
! V,&15&)(1!7/)+!d/-)/02)/40!/0!C4(),>!&01!O,(02+B!*47'&01!T&''LD)#!S&,3@-!D2+44'B!cHHe!
%,470!R0/<(,-/)>!%443![7&,1!64,!(^2(''(02(!/0!&!24:./0&)/40!46!2,(&)/<(!7,/)/08!&01!
&2&1(:/2!&2+/(<(:(0)!
! S40)+@-!%(-)!C4()B!A((0!?03!S&8&a/0(B!O(.,5&,>!cHHF!
! S4-)!C,4:/-/08!\,(&)/<(!=,/)(,B!*47'&01!T&''LD)#!S&,3@-!D2+44'!cHHHLcHHG!
!
C5.'/2&)/40-Y!
! ;722.+!a02,$#)B!24''(2)/40!46!;4(),>B!Z'/3!C,(--B!cHHe#!
! X=+/)(!95'>XB![,*.+32!:&8&a/0(B!1/-)#!.>!R0/<(,-/)>!46!U(<&1&B!_&-!`(8&-B!cHHJ!
! XS/8,&)4,>!C&))(,0-!vGXB!/0&585,&'!/--5(!46!A+(!%,(&37&)(,!*(</(7B!cHHm#!
! A74!50)/)/'(1!;4(:-!/0!)74!/--5(-!46!A+(!\+/,40!*(</(7B!cHHm#!
! D('(2)/40-!6,4:!)+(!;4(:!X[</&,>XB!-)&)(:(0)!40!Z24L;4()/2-B![,*.+32!:&8&a/0(B!!
! 1/-)#!.>!R0/<(,-/)>!46!U(<&1&B!_&-!`(8&-B!cHGG!
!
!
A+(-/-!A/)'(Y!
! *&/-(!)+(!D)/''!*&../)!
!
!
A+(-/-!Z^&:/0&)/40!\4::/))((Y!
! \+&/,;(,-40B!d,#d40&'1!*(<(''B!C+#!d#!
! \4::/))((!S(:.(,B!d,#!\'&51/&!u(('&0B!C+#d#!
! \4::/))((!S(:.(,B!d,#!94-+5&!u,>&+B!C+#!d#!
! V,&15&)(!O&25')>!*(;,(-(0)&)/<(B!d,#!V/5-(;;(!U&)&'(B!C+#!d#!
!
!
!
!
!
!
